
Yet
by Pluriserial

In Yet there is a misprint in every clue. Correct letters, in clue order, spell out a 
slightly adapted and truncated quotation. Unclued lights give the author and the 
last two words. Solvers should highlight a cryptic representation of the title of the 
work and the name of its hero in the completed grid. One proper name is not in 
Chambers 2008.
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Across

Despots accepting advance for silk 
dresses (6)

1

Shakespeare's resolved predicament when 
left out (5)

5

Bobbin cleaner contains old broad linen 
tape (5)

9

Price before artist returns to appear with 
other A-listers (2-4)

10

Brittle lecturer getting into little quarrel 
(5)

11

Call for attention in front of the French 
railway commodities of a well owner (6)

13

Answer concerning change of direction 
(6)

15

Plastic film brought back for South 
African fruit (5)

16

Nuts to supply with a long upright pole 
(4)

17

In confusion Grieg sent salutations (9)19

Down

Month of chaotic international stir (5)1

Poets scorch with invective unrestrained 
chats (5)

2

Appeal of arranged laurel (6)3

Real brevity doubtfully capable of being 
regained (11)

4

I still point suspiciously to an artist with a 
dotty style (11)

5

Followers of a religion I censure (5)6

Special girl (Hebrew princess) returning 
to trouble constantly (6)

7

Critically examine streets for appointed 
meeting places (6)

8

Sports with cold muscle (3)12

Tangoes appallingly in full view of the 
audience! (2-5)

13

An important date half rubbed out (3)14



Strangeness maintaining bit of hereditary 
material (4)

21

Area in Shetland with new acreage for 
mallow plant (5)

27

Miry in the highlands, bright admitting 
endless sun (6)

28

Necessity of Aberdeen half back to 
remain without change (4-2)

29

Enclose a side issue near the house (5)30

Sincere, made of soft material (6)31

Unusual icons for an heir (5)32

Sweltering, we return in a filthy place (5)33

Cooks with water vapour minced meats 
before start of supper (6)

34

Queerly sung in the languages spoken by 
Bantu-speaking peoples (6)

18

Manager in Geneva with money for lease 
of property (6)

19

Nuisance is removed to give a subtle 
degree of difference (6)

20

Limitless one-er born (3)22

Once invest with purpose pursued by 
English women (5)

23

Point on top of first-class fleecy head 
wrap (5)

24

Regularly scarey pack of hounds (3)25

Birds swallowing unknown carrion-eating 
carnivores according to Shakespeare (5)

26


